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The roles of physicists in medical imaging have expanded over the years, from the study of imaging
systems �sources and detectors� and dose to the assessment of image quality and perception, the
development of image processing techniques, and the development of image analysis methods to
assist in detection and diagnosis. The latter is a natural extension of medical physicists’ goals in
developing imaging techniques to help physicians acquire diagnostic information and improve
clinical decisions. Studies indicate that radiologists do not detect all abnormalities on images that
are visible on retrospective review, and they do not always correctly characterize abnormalities that
are found. Since the 1950s, the potential use of computers had been considered for analysis of
radiographic abnormalities. In the mid-1980s, however, medical physicists and radiologists began
major research efforts for computer-aided detection or computer-aided diagnosis �CAD�, that is,
using the computer output as an aid to radiologists—as opposed to a completely automatic com-
puter interpretation—focusing initially on methods for the detection of lesions on chest radiographs
and mammograms. Since then, extensive investigations of computerized image analysis for detec-
tion or diagnosis of abnormalities in a variety of 2D and 3D medical images have been conducted.
The growth of CAD over the past 20 years has been tremendous—from the early days of time-
consuming film digitization and CPU-intensive computations on a limited number of cases to its
current status in which developed CAD approaches are evaluated rigorously on large clinically
relevant databases. CAD research by medical physicists includes many aspects—collecting relevant
normal and pathological cases; developing computer algorithms appropriate for the medical inter-
pretation task including those for segmentation, feature extraction, and classifier design; developing
methodology for assessing CAD performance; validating the algorithms using appropriate cases to
measure performance and robustness; conducting observer studies with which to evaluate radiolo-
gists in the diagnostic task without and with the use of the computer aid; and ultimately assessing
performance with a clinical trial. Medical physicists also have an important role in quantitative
imaging, by validating the quantitative integrity of scanners and developing imaging techniques,
and image analysis tools that extract quantitative data in a more accurate and automated fashion. As
imaging systems become more complex and the need for better quantitative information from
images grows, the future includes the combined research efforts from physicists working in CAD
with those working on quantitative imaging systems to readily yield information on morphology,
function, molecular structure, and more—from animal imaging research to clinical patient care. A
historical review of CAD and a discussion of challenges for the future are presented here, along
with the extension to quantitative image analysis. © 2008 American Association of Physicists in
Medicine. �DOI: 10.1118/1.3013555�
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I. INTRODUCTION

Research and development of methodology and instrumenta-
tion for diagnostic or therapeutic applications are among the
major responsibilities of medical physicists. In medical diag-

nosis, physicists have been contributing to the development
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of imaging techniques since the discovery of x-rays by W. C.
Roentgen. The roles of physicists in medical imaging have
expanded in all directions over the years, from the study of
imaging systems �sources and detectors� to the assessment of

image quality and perception, the development of image pro-
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cessing techniques, and the development of image analysis
methods to assist in detection and diagnosis, to name a few.
The latter is a natural extension of medical physicists’ goals
in developing imaging or other techniques to help physicians
acquire diagnostic information and improve clinical deci-
sions.

The benefit of a medical imaging exam is dependent both
on the physical quality of the medical images and on the
ability of the radiologist interpreting them. Studies indicate
that radiologists do not detect all abnormalities on images
that are visible on retrospective review, and they do not al-
ways correctly characterize abnormalities that are found. In
the clinical interpretation of medical images, limitations in
the human eye-brain visual system, reader fatigue, distrac-
tion, the presence of overlapping structures that camouflage
disease in images, and the vast number of normal cases seen
in screening programs provide cause for detection and inter-
pretation errors.1–6

Lusted discussed the use of computers in the analysis of
radiographic abnormalities in the mid-1950s.7 In the 1960s
and 1970s, researchers including physicists and clinicians
started to investigate computerized image analysis aimed at
automated detection or classification of abnormalities,8–16 in-
cluding analyses on breast images11 and chest
radiographs.12,13 However, limited computer power and qual-
ity of the image digitization equipment at that time may have
limited the chance of success for these early attempts. The
goal of stand alone, automated computerized detection or
diagnosis also made it difficult to achieve the accuracy and
the acceptance required for clinical use. In the 1970s and
1980s, with the advent of digital subtraction angiography and
the application of other digital images, various investigators
started developing computer-based quantitative analysis of
angiographic vasculature.17,18

In the mid-1980s, a team of medical physicists and radi-
ologists in the Kurt Rossmann Laboratories in the Depart-
ment of Radiology at the University of Chicago started their
research efforts for computer-aided detection or computer-
aided diagnosis �CAD�, that is, using the computer output as
an aid to radiologists—as opposed to a completely automatic
computer interpretation—focusing initially on methods for
the detection of lesions on chest radiographs and
mammograms.19–22 In this usage, CAD can be defined as a
diagnosis made by a radiologist who uses the output from a
computer analysis of the image data in their decision making
process. The final medical decision is made by the radiolo-
gist, not the computer. Note that with CAD, the role of the
computer analysis is not to replace the radiologist but rather
to aid the radiologist in his/her image interpretation and/or
decision making. For more than the past 20 years, investiga-
tions of computerized image analysis for detection or diag-
nosis of abnormalities in a variety of 2D and 3D medical
images have been conducted through collaborations between
medical physicists and radiologists. Radiologists were ex-
pected to ultimately use the output from computerized analy-
sis of medical images as a “second opinion,” like a
spellchecker, in detecting and characterizing lesions as well

as in making diagnostic decisions, as schematically shown in
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Fig. 1. Many reviews and chapters have already been written
on the development and implementation of CAD
methods.23–37 It is important to note that success in CAD
required knowledge of imaging physics �i.e., image acquisi-
tion method� as well as knowledge of various computer vi-
sion and artificial intelligence techniques. Because of the nu-
merous works that have been conducted, this brief review is
by no means exhaustive, but only serves as a historical per-
spective of the importance of CAD research in diagnostic
imaging and medical physics, and reports on the various
roles played by medical physicists in the evaluation and un-
derstanding of CAD and its limitations.

The growth of CAD over the past 20 years has been
tremendous—from the early days of time-consuming film
digitization and CPU-intensive computations on a limited
number of cases to its current status in which developed
CAD approaches are evaluated rigorously on large clinically
relevant databases. Figure 2 illustrates the growth of CAD
research in terms of number of publications in Medical Phys-
ics. CAD research by medical physicists includes many
aspects—collecting relevant normal and pathological cases;
developing computer algorithms appropriate for the medical
interpretation task including those for segmentation, feature
extraction, and classifier design �Fig. 3�; developing method-
ology for assessing CAD performance; validating the algo-
rithms using appropriate cases to measure performance and
robustness; conducting observer studies with which to evalu-
ate radiologists in the diagnostic task without and with the
use of the computer aid; and ultimately assessing perfor-
mance with a clinical trial. Currently, CAD has been ex-
tended to include image analysis of various disease types—
breast cancer, lung cancer, interstitial disease, colon cancer,
osteoporosis, osteolysis, vascular plaque, aneurysms, and
others—on various modalities, including analog and digital
radiography, ultrasound, CT, PET, MRI, and others.

CAD techniques and systems can broadly be categorized
into two types—computer-aided detection �CADe� and
computer-aided diagnosis �CADx�. CADe implies that radi-
ologists use computer outputs of the locations of suspect

Interpretation

Radiologist

CAD system

Output

Medical Image
in Digital Format

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of a CAD system for medical image
interpretation.
regions, leaving the characterization, diagnosis, and patient
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management to the radiologist. CADe is basically a detection
task, i.e., a localization task. CADx extends the computer
analyses to yield output on the characterization of a region or
lesion, initially located by either a human or a computerized
detection system. The computer might output mathematical
descriptors to characterize the lesion and/or estimate the
probability of malignancy �or other abnormality�, leaving the
final diagnosis and patient management to the physician.
CADx is a classification task for differential diagnosis. Ulti-
mately, the goal of CAD is to reduce search errors, reduce
interpretation errors, and reduce variation between and
within observers.

There is strong synergy between CAD and quantitative
image analysis. With continued growth in CAD techniques
and the associated increase in accuracies, quantitative image
analysis is a natural extension of the new algorithmic meth-
ods to help extract quantitative features and absolute mea-
sures of morphology and function to improve medical diag-
nosis. Conversely, quantitative imaging accentuates the need
for highly robust and efficient computer-assisted image
analysis tools and stimulates the development of CADe and
CADx for the new imaging applications.

II. COMPUTER-AIDED DETECTION

Computer-aided detection entails the use of a computer
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output that only yields the location of suspect lesions. Char-
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Digital Image(s)

Segmentation of Organ Border
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Lesion Extraction
(lesion segmentation)

Feature Extraction
(mathematical descriptors of the potential

abnormality)

Feature Analysis/Classifier
(lesion vs. non-lesion;
malignant vs. benign)

Computer Output
(e.g., location of lesion, lesion characteristics,
estimate of the probability of malignancy, risk

assessment index)
FIG. 3. Components within the “black box” of a CAD system.
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acterization and diagnosis of the abnormality as well as pa-
tient management are left for the radiologist. Such systems
are most beneficial in imaging examinations in which many
cases need to be interpreted with most being normal—such
as in screening programs—e.g., screening mammography,
low-dose thoracic CT for smokers, and colon cancer screen-
ing.

Medical diagnostic imaging lends much of its scientific
development to the adaptation of signal detection theory38,39

to guide its technological evolution and performance evalu-
ation. Medical physicists play an important role in this
process.40–46 One fundamental concept is the relationship be-
tween image quality measures such as the signal-to-noise
ratio �SNR� and the detectability of signals in an image.47–53

The development of various medical imaging modalities cen-
tered around the goal of improving image quality and SNR
of the lesion of interest, which is important for both human
observers and machine vision. To achieve this goal for CADe
systems, CAD researchers proposed the difference image
technique19–22 in which the input image was processed to
generate a SNR-enhanced image and a SNR-suppressed im-
age, as demonstrated on a chest radiograph in Fig. 4�a�,
which shows the processing of the nodule prior to additional
computer vision techniques for nodule detection. Subse-
quently, the difference of the two processed images is ob-
tained to yield an image in which the conspicuity of the
lesion is greatly increased �Fig. 4�b��. This method of en-
hancing the SNR was an extension of the prior research of
these medical physicists. Although the implementation dif-
fers and depends on the lesion of interest, many CADe sys-
tems to date follow a similar approach of enhancing the SNR
as a first step.

II.A. CADe in mammography

Breast cancer detection is one of the principal research
areas that has been studied since the early days of CAD
research. Mammographic interpretation is a difficult task be-
cause mammographic signs of breast cancer such as micro-
calcifications and soft tissue masses can be very subtle and
often obscured by dense fibroglandular breast tissue. The
recommended annual screening mammography for women
over 40 years of age results in a large volume of mammo-

grams to be read by radiologists. Studies indicate that the
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false-negative rate of mammography ranges from 10% to
30%.54–60 In a study that reviewed retrospectively prior
mammograms of breast cancer patients, it was found that
67% of the cancers were visible on the prior mammograms.61

CADe, therefore, potentially can be very useful for mam-
mography.

Computerized analysis systems for mammography usu-
ally are focused on the detection of either clustered micro-
calcifications or mass lesions, with more recent methods on
architectural distortions. These methods have been reviewed
extensively.23–29,31,33,62,63

A number of investigators have reported computerized
methods for detection of microcalcifications.16,19,64–84 Al-
though the specific techniques used in different systems var-
ied, they generally contained several major steps. The breast
region is first extracted by boundary detection. The mammo-
gram may then be processed by image enhancement methods
to increase the SNR of the microcalcifications. The signal
candidates are identified and segmented based on their SNR
difference or gray level contrast from the surrounding back-
ground tissue. Features that characterize the shape, size, con-
trast of the individual microcalcifications, and of the cluster
are extracted and used as input to classifiers for differentia-
tion of true and false signals. Additional false-positive �FP�
reduction techniques, such as artificial neural networks, may
be trained to further distinguish between true signal patterns
�i.e., the lesion� and normal anatomic background. The clus-
tering property of significant microcalcifications is used to
further reduce FPs, and the remaining clusters are flagged as
suspicious lesion locations.

Soft tissue masses are imaged as focal densities on mam-
mograms. Masses with well-circumscribed margins are more
likely to be fibroadenoma or a benign cyst whereas masses
with ill-defined or spiculated borders have a high likelihood
of being malignant. However, there is large overlap between
the border characteristics of malignant and benign masses.
Initially, a few investigators developed automatic algorithms
for detection of masses on mammograms11,64,85,86 comparing
regions between the left and right breast images. The devel-
opment of mass detection systems evolved more rapidly
since the late 1980s.86–112 The overall scheme of these sys-
tems generally contains several major steps similar to those

FIG. 4. Difference-image approach to detecting nodule
candidates on chest radiographs. The approach aimed to
enhance the nodule with one processing filter and to
suppress the anatomical background with another pro-
cessing filter, with the difference resulting in an image
for further analysis. Reprinted with permission from
Giger et al. 1988 �Ref. 21�.
in a microcalcification detection system. The breast region is
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first segmented from the mammogram. The mammogram
may be preprocessed with a spatial filter or nonlinear tech-
nique to enhance the suspicious regions. The mass candi-
dates are segmented from the breast image based on their
gray level contrast, gradient orientation, or spicule informa-
tion. Feature descriptors are extracted from the segmented
objects. Rule-based classifiers or other linear, nonlinear, or
neural network classifiers are then trained to classify the
mass candidates as true mass or FPs.

While many analyses of mammograms include the spe-
cific stages of lesion segmentation and feature extraction,
some investigators have focused on extracting information
directly from the image data. Zhang et al. trained a shift-
invariant neural network to detect individual microcalcifica-
tions in a background-corrected region.74 Tourassi et al. used
information theory in developing a content-based retrieval
and detection system that took as input regions throughout
the mammogram in the detection of masses.113

In 1990, Chan et al.114 reported on the first observer study
to compare radiologists’ detection of microcalcifications with
and without the aid of a computer-aided detection �CADe�
system using receiver operating characteristic �ROC� meth-
odology and demonstrated that the radiologists’ performance
was improved significantly with CADe �Fig. 5�. This study
established the potential usefulness of CADe as a second
opinion. It also revealed the important concept that it is not
necessary for the CADe system performance to be as high as
or higher than that of the radiologists in order to provide a

FIG. 5. ROC curves illustrating statistically significant improvement in ra-
diologists’ detection of microcalcification clusters when a computer aid is
used. Level 1 corresponds to use of the computer having a performance
level of 87% true-positive rate and an average of four false-positive clusters
per image. Level 2 corresponds to use a computer aid with the same 87%
true-positive rate but a simulated average false-positive cluster rate of only
one false-positive cluster per image. Reprinted with permission from Chan
et al. �Ref. 114�.
useful second opinion, as long as it can provide information
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complementary to what radiologists may have. Additional
studies followed for both clustered calcifications and mass
lesions.92

Figures 6�a� and 6�b� show the first prototype CAD sys-
tem �circa 1994�, along with an example output on thermal
paper, which was developed and applied to screening mam-
mography at the University of Chicago. The system received
as input a screen/film mammogram, which was subsequently
digitized and automatically analyzed by the computer. The
output annotation from the system would indicate suspect
locations �clustered microcalcifications or mass lesions� on a

FIG. 6. �a� First prototype CADe system—developed for screening mam-
mography at the University of Chicago �circa 1994�; �b� system annotated
output on thermal paper.
thermal paper printout or monitor.
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The first commercial CADe system for screening mam-
mography was approved by the Food and Drug Administra-
tion �FDA� in 1998. Other systems for mammography have
obtained FDA approval since then and approval of CADe
system for digital mammography also followed. A large
number of CADe systems are being used clinically in screen-
ing screen film and digital mammography both in the United
States and overseas. Several reports have been published on
the performance of some of the commercial systems in clini-
cal practice, as summarized in Tables I and II.387–397 The
results indicated that the cancer detection rate in general in-
creased with an accompanied increase in the recall rate, as
can be expected. The design of these clinical studies can be
separated into two major groups: �i� a sequential reading de-
sign in which interpretations by the same radiologist without
CADe are immediately followed by interpretation with
CADe and �ii� a longitudinal in time �historical� design in
which a statistical comparison is made of a group of radiolo-
gists over two periods of time before and after CADe is
implemented in the practice. The former design, therefore,
collected without and with CADe data from the same patient
cohorts and the same radiologists, whereas the latter design

TABLE I. Prospective clinical trial of commercial CADe systems for screen-
ing mammography. These studies used a sequential reading design in which
the interpretations by the same radiologist without CADe immediately fol-
lowed by with CADe were recorded for individual cases. The results were,
therefore, collected from the same patient cohorts and the same radiologists.

Investigators Number of cases

Change in
cancer detection

rate �%�

Change in
recall rate

�%�

Freer et al. �Ref. 387� 12 860 +19.5 +18.5
Birdwell et al. �Ref. 388� 8682 +7.4 +8
Khoo et al. �Ref. 389� 6111 +1.4 +5.8
Dean et al. �Ref. 390� 9520 +11.4 +26
Morton et al. �Ref. 391� 18 096 +7.6 +9.5
Ko et al. �Ref. 392� 5016 +4.7 +14.9

TABLE II. Prospective clinical trial of commercial C
compared the statistical results by a group of radiolog
implemented in the practice. The patient cohorts wer

Investigators

Number of
exams

�unaided�

Gur et al. �Ref. 393� 56 432

82 129

Feig et al. �Ref. 394� 11 803

Cupples et al. �Ref. 395� 7872
Fenton et al. �Ref. 396�a 398 159
Gromet et al. �Ref. 397� 112 413

aFrom a survey study of 43 facilities, seven of which

and 2002.
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collected data from different patient cohorts and the radiolo-
gists may not be the same. The rationale and biases of these
designs have been discussed by CAD researchers.36,115,116

The latter design may introduce additional variabilities from
factors such as differences in the patient characteristics and
the radiologists’ experiences in the two periods of time. The
larger variances may make it more difficult to observe the
incremental gain in sensitivity with CADe compared to with-
out CADe. The different biases and variances may account
for part of the differences in the observed effects of CADe on
the sensitivity and specificity in these prospective studies.

The effects of CADe can be expected to depend on many
other factors, including the level of expertise and vigilance
of the radiologist and how the radiologist utilizes the CADe
marks. Current CADe systems for screening mammography
are designed to be used as a second reader, not as a concur-
rent reader. The radiologist should first interpret the case
thoroughly as if there is no CADe, and should not reduce
their level of suspicion at locations where there are no CADe
marks. It is well known that CADe systems can miss lesions
that radiologists detect routinely and mark many FPs. The
benefits of CADe often rely on its detection of some lesions
that radiologists may overlook and the willingness of radi-
ologists to work up some of the CADe marks. If CADe is
used as it is designed, the sensitivity will never decrease and
the recall rate is expected to increase. For radiologists with
low false negative rates, the incremental gain by CADe will
likely be small. Furthermore, the incremental gain in sensi-
tivity will not be realized if radiologists become too depen-
dent on the CADe system and reduce their vigilance in in-
terpreting the mammograms themselves, or if they ignore the
CADe marks because of too many FPs. It is important that
the user understands the capability and the limitations of the
CADe system and uses it properly in order to take advantage
of CADe.

The relatively large number of FPs in current CADe sys-
tems is a major drawback of using CADe for some radiolo-
gists. Continued efforts are needed to improve the sensitivity

systems for screening mammography. These studies
ver two periods of time before and after CADe was
erent and the radiologists may not be the same.

ber of
ams
ded�

Change in
cancer

detection rate �%�

Change in
recall

rate �%�

139 +1.7 +0.1
(24 radiologists)

629 −3.3 −4.9
(7 high-volume radiologists)

639 +19.7 +14.1
(17 low-volume radiologists

in Gur et al. study)
402 +16.1 +8.1
186 +4.5 +30.7
808 +11.1 +3.9

emented CAD during the study period between 1998
ADe
ists o
e diff

Num
ex
�ai

59

44

21

19
31
118
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and the specificity of the systems. Most current CADe sys-
tems concentrate on detection in a single mammogram. One
promising approach to improving the performances of CAD
systems is to incorporate multiple image information, includ-
ing correlation of two mammographic views �CC and MLO
views� of the same breast, comparison of current and prior
mammograms, or comparison of bilateral mammograms.
These strategies emulate those routinely performed by radi-
ologists in mammographic interpretation to detect new le-
sions and reduce FPs.54,117,118

Studies have been conducted to incorporate information
from multiple mammographic views of the same breast, such
as the CC and MLO views, for lesion detection and the re-
duction of FPs.84,119–122 Radiologists compare the left and
right mammograms to detect asymmetry in the density pat-
terns of the breasts. Thus, researchers used digital bilateral
comparison techniques, including methods for image regis-
tration, to incorporate information from both breasts and
identify asymmetries.64,89,91,123–125 These studies indicate that
multiview information fusion has a strong potential for im-
proving the performance of CADe systems.

Radiologists routinely compare the current and prior
mammograms, if available, for detection of newly developed
mammographic abnormalities. Automated analysis of inter-
val changes in serial mammograms requires identification of
corresponding locations on two mammograms of the same
view. The deformability of the breast and lack of invariant
“landmarks” make it difficult to correctly register two breast
images using conventional registration techniques. Various
investigators have developed methods for use in temporal
subtraction using automatically delineated skin line and
nipple positions,126 as well as regional registration tech-
niques to localize corresponding lesion locations on mammo-
grams of the same view to within a small search region of the
true location.124,127,128

Multimodality imaging is a promising approach to im-
proving breast cancer detection. There is strong interest in
developing a combined full breast 3D ultrasound and digital
mammography system in which the ultrasound scanning will
be performed automatically in the same compression as the
digital mammogram so that the corresponding lesions be-
tween the two can be correlated geometrically.129 To facili-
tate the implementation of such a system in screening mam-
mography, ideally one will have a CADe system that can
automatically detect suspicious masses on the digital mam-
mogram and initiate the ultrasound scanning, if needed,
while the breast is still under compression. After image ac-
quisition, the CADe system will automatically detect the le-
sions in the 3D ultrasound volume and correlate the lesions
with those detected on the digital mammograms. The com-
bined information from the two modalities can be used to
improve cancer detection and reduce recalls.

With the advent of direct digital mammography systems,
a number of new breast imaging techniques are under devel-
opment, including digital breast tomosynthesis,130–134 and
single-energy or dual-energy contrast-enhanced digital sub-
traction mammography135,136 and breast computed tomogra-

137–139
phy �CT�. Tomosynthesis mammography and breast
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CT hold the promise of improving breast cancer detection
and diagnosis, especially in dense breasts. Combined tomo-
synthesis mammography and 3D ultrasound scanning is also
being developed.129 These new modalities or multimodality
images drastically increase the number of images that radi-
ologists have to interpret for each case. If CADe systems are
available to assist radiologists in the analysis of the new
modalities efficiently and in integrating the information from
different modalities effectively, it may facilitate the introduc-
tion of the new techniques to clinical practice. Development
of CADe systems for tomosynthesis mammography is
underway.140,141 It can be expected that CAD development
for the other modalities will also be initiated when image
databases become available for design of the CAD systems.

II.B. CADe in thoracic imaging

CADe systems for various lung diseases have been re-
ported in the literature. Chest radiography is the most com-
monly performed procedure in medical imaging, however,
interpretation of chest radiographs is a difficult task because
of the overlapping ribs and its low contrast sensitivity for
subtle abnormalities. CAD of lung disease was attempted in
the 1970s.12,14 Dedicated efforts in the 1980s revived the
interests in development of CADe systems for chest
radiographs.20,21,142 Over the last two decades, a large num-
ber of studies have been conducted to develop computerized
methods for analysis of various abnormalities in chest radio-
graphs, including detection of lung nodules,20,21,143–152 detec-
tion and classification of interstitial diseases,142,153 detection
of pneumothorax,154 and temporal subtraction of chest radio-
graphs to detect interval changes.155–157 The effects of CADe
for lung nodule detection on radiologists were evaluated by a
number of observer performance studies.144,158–161 Similar to
CADe for breast cancer detection in mammography, these
studies indicated that the detection accuracy for lung nodules
in chest radiographs could be significantly improved with the
use of CADe. A commercial lung nodule CADe system for
chest radiography was approved by the FDA in 2001 but no
large-scale prospective clinical trials have been reported to
date.

The Early Lung Cancer Action Project �ELCAP� study
showed that thoracic CT has higher sensitivity for detection
of early stage lung cancer than chest x-rays.162 However, it is
not known whether early detection can actually reduce the
mortality rate or increase the chance of survival for lung
cancer patients. An NCI-sponsored randomized, controlled
study, National Lung Screening Trial �NLST�, was con-
ducted to compare the mortality rate of lung cancer patients
using helical CT or chest x-rays but the results are not yet
available. Thoracic CT, especially helical CT, produces a
large number of slices for each case. There will be a dramatic
increase in radiologists’ workload if CT is recommended for
lung cancer screening in the future. The potential usefulness
of CT for lung cancer screening has stimulated interest in the
development of CADe systems for lung nodule detection on
thoracic CT scans. A number of research groups have re-

163–174
ported CADe methods in this area. The performances
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of these systems vary, and the performances were evaluated
on data sets using different CT scan protocols and having
cases of different nodule characteristics. The NCI recognized
the need for CAD techniques for lung CT interpretation and
supported the Lung Imaging Database Consortium �LIDC� to
collect a standard database of lung CT images for this
purpose.175 The first commercial CADe system for thoracic
CT was approved by the FDA in 2004. Although no prospec-
tive clinical trial of lung CADe has been reported to date,
retrospective observer performance studies indicated that ob-
servers’ accuracy in detection of lung nodules on chest CT
scans can be significantly improved with the use of
CADe,176–181 indicating the potential for CADe to assist in
radiologists’ reading in clinical practice.

II.C. CADe in colon imaging

CT colonography is another important area of application
for CADe. Colon cancer is the third leading cause of cancer
deaths for men and women in the United States. Colon can-
cer screening involves detection of polyps, which can be the
precursor of colon cancer, and cancerous growths on the
walls of the large intestine. Currently the most reliable pro-
cedure for colon cancer screening is a colonoscopy. CT
colonography �CTC� is being studied as an alternative pro-
cedure. Interpretation of CTC is time consuming and difficult
even with the help of the virtual colonoscopic view that
helps the radiologist fly through the entire colon to search for
abnormalities. The radiologist’s sensitivity of polyp detection
in CTC varies over a wide range as reported in the literature,
which was attributed to many factors such as the variability
in CT scanning techniques, colon preparation methods, size
of the polyps in the studied patient cohort, and the radiolo-
gists’ experience with CTC.

CADe may be a useful adjunct to CTC to reduce false
negatives and reader variability. A number of research groups
have reported CADe methods for analysis of CTC in the past
few years.182–193 The current CTC CADe systems have sen-
sitivity ranging from 80% to 100% at an FP rate of 2 to 15
per scan. Most of the studies used a small data set for evalu-
ation so that the variances of the results may be high. In
addition, the performance of CADe depends strongly on the
data set characteristics, including the polyp size in the data
set and the CTC scanning protocol, as well as the method
used for scoring of the true positives and FPs of the CADe
algorithm. It is still unknown how these performances would
generalize to unknown cases in prospective studies. Several
retrospective observer studies have been conducted to evalu-
ate the effects of CADe on radiologists’ interpretation of
CTC.185,194–196 These studies indicate that radiologists read-
ing with CADe outperformed radiologists alone. The useful-
ness of CADe for CTC has yet to be evaluated in prospective
clinical trials.

III. COMPUTER-AIDED DIAGNOSIS—FOR
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS

Once a lesion is detected, for example, such as in a

screening program, further imaging of the abnormality may
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be necessary in order to justify subsequent patient manage-
ment such as invasive evaluations �e.g., a biopsy� and/or
therapeutic interventions. Thus, the role of a CADx system is
to aid in the characterization of an already-found lesion or
other abnormality in terms of its morphological or functional
attributes, and in the estimation of its probability of malig-
nancy or other disease state. Such a computer system is ex-
pected to aid a radiologist in his/her differential diagnosis
and improve the positive predictive value �PPV� of the inter-
pretation. The input to a CADx algorithm could be either a
radiologist-detected or a computer-detected lesion or region.
This input could be in the form of an indication of the ap-
proximate center of the lesion or an actual delineation of the
lesion outline. As clinical CADe systems begin to give more
information beyond just localization, CADx is slowly being
introduced.

Just as radiologists use multiple modalities in the work up
of a patient’s case, so can a computer system. Medical physi-
cists, armed with their knowledge of the physics of the vari-
ous imaging modalities, such as x-ray radiography, special
radiographic views, sonography, and MRI, are able to de-
velop CADx for the various modalities and use the informa-
tion individually or in combinations. Radiologists’ use of the
output of a CADx system is expected to improve the sensi-
tivity for cancer diagnosis, reduce the number of benign bi-
opsies, and reduce variability between and within radiolo-
gists. Extensions of such systems will potentially be
developed for assessing prognosis, assessment of tumor
growth rate, and response to treatment.

III.A. CADx in breast imaging

Medical physicists have played key roles in developing
CADx methods in breast imaging across the modalities.
Computerized classification systems can be designed to take
as input either human-perceived lesion features or computer-
extracted features. Note that a diagnostic task involves both
the extraction of lesion characteristics and the subsequent
merging of these characteristics into a diagnosis. In 1988,
Getty et al. demonstrated that radiologists’ performances im-
proved when using a CADx system that merged the lesion
characteristics that the radiologists had indicated via a
checklist.197 Although such human-perceived lesion features,
e.g., BI-RADS rating, can be subjective and may vary be-
tween radiologists, the usefulness of merging such features
by computer systems has been demonstrated.197–206

Computer-extracted features, i.e., mathematical descriptors,
can characterize the lesion using features either that radiolo-
gists can perceive such as mass spiculation or distribution of
microcalcifications, or those that are not so visually intuitive
to the eye, such as those obtained with co-occurrence
matrices.62,207–248 These computer-extracted features can be
obtained from standard mammographic views �CC and
MLO�, special view mammogram, prior mammographic ex-
ams, or from tomosynthesis mammograms, as well as from
sonograms and/or breast MR images. Note that computer-
extracted lesion features can be obtained from either

radiologist-delineated lesion margins or from computer-
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segmented lesion margins. Various methods have been pro-
posed for this important segmentation stage in CADx
systems.217,230,242,249–253 A poor segmentation of the lesion
margin would subsequently yield erroneous mathematical
descriptors �features� of the lesion. As with radiologists,
computer performance in diagnosing lesions improves for
special-view mammograms, as opposed to standard views,228

and also when prior mammograms are included in the overall
analysis.226,247

With the advent of FFDM systems, investigations have
been conducted to understand the necessary conversions of a
CADx system when going from digitized screen/film images
to FFDM images.254,255 For example, investigators have
shown that a mammographic CADx system developed for
characterizing clustered microcalcifications on screen/film
mammograms as malignant or benign can also be used for
FFDM images; the system appeared to maintain consistently
high performance without requiring substantial modification
from its initial development on screen-film
mammography.246,256 While the underlying concepts regard-
ing malignant features remain, the importance of the differ-
ent features on a correct output may be dependent on the
physical image quality of acquisition system, and, thus, re-
training �calibration� may be necessary.

The understanding of the imaging physics of breast
sonography allows for the development of additional lesion
features, such as posterior acoustic shadowing, and, thus,
their corresponding mathematical descriptors. CADx sys-
tems for ultrasound include mathematical descriptors of tex-
ture, margin, and posterior acoustic shadowing
criteria.208,220,232,236,257–260 Medical physicists have led the
field in robustness evaluation studies across institutions and
across manufacturers on sonographic CADx,236,240 and in ex-
tending the analysis to 3D images.239

The use of dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI continues to
increase in diagnostic work up and preoperative staging for
breast cancer. Assessment of contrast medium uptake and
washout are related to tumor blood flow, and, thus, the asso-
ciated kinetics are related to angiogenesis and likelihood of
malignancy.261 There is a need for standardization of MR
breast imaging as protocols can vary greatly between and
within institutions, and, thus, standardized lexicon are being
developed.262 Success in MRI analysis depends on knowl-
edge of the underlying biology, the physics of the acquisi-
tion, and computer vision techniques. Some commercial sys-
tems focus on just the kinetic aspects of breast MRI and plot
the kinetic curve �uptake and washout of the contrast agent�
of regions of interest on the display workstation. CADx sys-
tems being developed for MRI yield morphological features,
kinetic features, or combinations.215,223,231,235,243,399 MRI
CADx systems have the potential to improve both the accu-
racy and efficiency of interpretation.

Medical physicists have led various observer studies dem-
onstrating CADx as an aid to radiologists in the task of dis-
tinguishing between malignant and benign
lesions,222,237,244,263,398 demonstrating that radiologists’ per-
formance in classification of malignant and benign microcal-

cifications or masses could be improved significantly by use
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of CADx. Others showed that improvement in performance
with the use of CADx can be obtained by both expert mam-
mographers and community-based radiologists with the per-
formance of the aided nonexperts reaching the levels of the
unaided experts.263 Use of computer output has also been
shown to reduce the variability among radiologists’
interpretations.264 Medical physicists have also conducted
observer studies for serial mammographic exams,265 sono-
graphic CADx including those for both 2D237 and 3D ultra-
sound systems,239 and for multimodality breast CADx in
which the CADx system outputs analyses of both mammog-
raphy and ultrasound.244

Effective and efficient communication of the computer
output to the radiologist is a necessary step in the overall
CADx protocol. During residency, radiologists learn through
the review of cases from conferences, teaching files, and at-
lases, and, thus, the access to online cases of known pathol-
ogy during a radiologist’s daily practice may be helpful for
continuous learning. Searching an online image atlas can be
based on individual features, on likelihood of malignancy, or
on psychophysical measures of similarity. One of the first
display systems for computer analysis output, by Sklansky et
al.,266 used a graphical method to show a chosen number of
similar malignant lesions and the same number of similar
benign lesions. Swett et al. utilized an expert system to con-
trol the display of similar cases.267,268 Giger et al. developed
a CADx workstation interface that includes mathematical de-
scriptors of lesion characteristics as well as an estimate of the
probability that the suspect lesion is abnormal or not, with
the output given in terms of a numerical estimate of the
probability of malignancy, a retrieval of similar lesions from
an online database, and/or a graphical representation of the
case in question relative to the distributions of normals and
abnormals in a given population.269,270,244 This interface,
shown in Fig. 7, displays similar images and uses color cod-
ing to indicate whether the similar images are malignant or
benign �red outlines=malignant, green outlines=benign le-
sions�. It searches either via the computer-estimated prob-
ability of malignancy or by way of specific lesion character-
istics, and shows a specific number of the closest similar
lesions—whether they are all malignant, all benign, or a
mixture.269,270,244 Investigators using the psychophysical as-
pects of similarity have combined the computer-extracted le-
sion characteristics with subjective similarity measures ob-
tained from observers reviewing pairs of images271–273 or
from observers giving subjective perceived ratings of lesion
features.274

Multimodality CADx output can be given separately for
each modality or as a combined output that includes features
from each modality, both of which have been shown to im-
prove performance.275,241 In addition, medical physicists are
investigating the appropriate output in terms of an estimate
of the probability of malignancy, knowing that the specific
cancer prevalence in the training database may affect the

276
actual output value.
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III.B. CADx in thoracic imaging

Due to that range of potential diseases present in the tho-
rax, various types of computer-aided diagnosis methods are
being developed for both chest radiography and CT, and in-
clude computer-aided diagnosis algorithms for pulmonary
nodules and interstitial lung diseases.

Use of computers for the differential diagnosis of lung
nodules in chest radiographs and thoracic CTs has advanced
in recent years. Candidate nodules detected on thoracic CT
may be categorized as malignant or benign, or as actionable
or not. Research parallels that for breast lesions in that char-
acteristic features of the nodules are extracted from chest
radiographs and merged using classifiers to yield a likelihood
of malignancy.277–279 Others have developed classification
methods for nodules detected on CT—both conventional and
thin-section CT.280–285 This characterization of lung nodules
on CT has been enhanced with the advent of PET/CT sys-
tems, allowing for characteristics from both modalities to be
used in the computer classification.

IV. QUANTITATIVE IMAGE ANALYSIS

IV.A. Quantitative metrics in anatomical imaging

While CAD is a quantitative tool that appears to its radi-
ologist users as a qualitative tool, radiologists also make use
of physically relevant quantitative measures under limited
circumstances. These quantitative values have physical
meaning in the radiographic interpretation. The use of dis-
tance and angular measurements using rulers or protractors is
the most ubiquitous example, and clinical applications in-
clude the ultrasound-determined crown-rump length for fetal
aging,286 angular measurements for scoliosis,287 and measur-
ing tumor width.288 Medical physicists were not needed for
radiologists to capitalize on simple length measurements for
diagnosis, but radiologists do use the fact that the Hounsfield
unit �HU� in CT is proportional to the linear attenuation co-

FIG. 7. Computer/human interface for a multimodality workstation with co
mography CADx output and �b� sonography CADx output.
efficient, and medical physicist Godfrey Hounsfield �also a
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Nobel Prize recipient� developed the normalization proce-
dure that made this possible. Lung nodules that exceed a
certain HU value are considered benign due to their calcifi-
cation, while nodules under this value have a higher prob-
ability of malignancy.289 Medical physicists have played a
role in understanding the limitation of quantitative CT.290

Dual energy x-ray absorptometry �DEXA� is capable of ac-
curately determining the projected bone mineral density
�mg /cm2�, and has been used to assess fracture risk for over
two decades.291 CT can measure the bone mineral density292

in three dimensions �mg /cm3�, and has also been used to
quantify fracture risk.293 The 3D capabilities of QCT provide
the additional benefit of discriminating between trabecular
and cortical bone density,294 and here again the calibration
methods necessary for accurate bone mineral quantitation
were developed by medical physicists.294 The use of digital
subtraction angiography allows interventional radiologists to
assess the anatomical constriction of a vessel, and from the
DSA procedure, a quantitative measure of stenosis can be
easily derived. DSA was developed by Mistretta and
colleagues,295–297 and is the worldwide standard for periph-
eral angiography today. Stenosis can be repeatedly measured
during a revascularization procedure such as stent placement
or angioplasty to monitor the success of the intervention and
provide guidance to the interventionalist as to whether or not
they have successfully dilated the vessel lumen.

IV.B. Quantitative metrics in functional imaging

Imaging modalities used in the traditional nuclear medi-
cine department, including planar imaging298 and SPECT,299

compensate for their comparatively low spatial resolution by
providing unique functional information concerning metabo-
lism, pharmacokinetic uptake, and other biodistribution in-
formation. Nuclear medicine procedures became faster with
the development of the Anger camera,300 developed by medi-
cal physicist Hal Anger, and faster imaging in turn gave rise

er outputs in numerical, pictorial, and graphical modes for both �a� mam-
mput
to quantitative kinetic studies. Physicists played an important
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role as nuclear medicine hardware started to incorporate
computers,301 a process that enabled quantitative imaging in
nuclear medicine. These images, both in 2D �planar� and 3D
�SPECT�, can be quantitative302–304 when calibrated appro-
priately and used for kinetic measurements of the heart in-
cluding the ejection fraction, myocardial perfusion, and ven-
tricular volume.305 The vascular dynamics of SPECT
imaging can also be applied in neuroradiology for brain per-
fusion in acute stroke. Medical physicists, working in col-
laboration with radiologists �e.g. Ref. 306�, helped develop
specific nuclear imaging procedures. Commercially available
SPECT/CT systems are inspired by the early work of Hase-
gawa and colleagues307,308 in building dual modality scan-
ners.

Positron emission tomography �PET� was invented by
medical physicists309,310 and used in the research setting for
many years, but enjoyed widespread clinical assimilation in
the United States only when reimbursement mechanisms be-
came established. In the present form of PET/CT, developed
by Townsend and colleagues,311,312 this hybrid modality has
revolutionized oncologic imaging and allows metabolic in-
formation �PET� to be evaluated along with high resolution
anatomic information �CT�. Furthermore, the inclusion of CT
in the PET examination allows the PET image to be cor-
rected for photon attenuation,313 transforming PET imaging
into a more quantitative modality.

Magnetic resonance imaging �MRI� was developed ini-
tially by spectroscopist Paul Lauterbaur,314 but most of the
hardware development and refinement of pulse sequences
was performed by medical physicists.315–318 The biological
effects of MRI were also studied early on by medical
physicists.319 Functional MRI �fMRI� is a tool widely used
by psychiatrists and neurophysiologists to study the spatial
and temporal aspects of cognition and emotion. Blood oxy-
genation level dependent320 �BOLD� techniques are used to
monitor blood flow in the brain while simultaneously provid-
ing an audible, visual, or other sensorial stimulus to the pa-
tient. These techniques were developed by medical physicists
working with other scientists.321,322 The techniques are quan-
titative because the activity maps that are generated from
these studies use correlation and other more sophisticated
statistical measures to map spatiotemporal patterns of brain
activity specific to the sensorial stimulus. While such tech-
niques are used more for fundamental research than clinical
evaluation, clinical applications such as mapping epileptic
foci and surgical planning are becoming more common.

V. EVALUATION OF CAD AND QUANTITATIVE
IMAGE ANALYSIS SYSTEMS

Medical physicists have played important roles in devel-
oping methodology for evaluating image analysis systems,
assessing variations between such systems, and conducting
observer studies. In CAD evaluations, performance levels
can be determined for the computer alone or for radiologists
when they are using the system output as an aid in their
interpretations.323 CADe methods typically employ FROC

curves to understand sensitivity versus average false-positive
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detections per image in assessing performance of the com-
puter analysis, whereas CADx methods are evaluated using
ROC analysis to assess computer performance in the task of
distinguishing between malignant and benign
lesions.115,324–327 As decision making extends beyond two-
class diagnoses, n-class classifiers will require appropriate
measures of performance, and these efforts are also being led
by medical physicists.328–331 Furthermore, during Jiang et
al.’s research on CADx of clustered microcalcifications, the
investigators realized the need for a more relevant measure
of performance—beyond the area under the ROC curve
�AUC�—in situations such as diagnostic workup in which a
high level of sensitivity is crucial, and, thus, the partial area
index was developed as demonstrated in Fig. 8.332

The database characteristics, for example, in terms of
size, lesion distribution, difficulty, as well as the integrity of
the truth, can greatly influence the training and testing of a
CAD algorithm. Various investigators have demonstrated the
effect of different databases on mass or microcalcification
detection performance using FROC analysis,333,334 the ef-
fects of differences in scoring methods on the sensitivity and
specificity of a CAD system,62,335 and the potential biases
resulting from insufficient sample size and improper feature
selection methods,336–343 the effect of dominant features in
the training of artificial neural networks,221 and effect from
training and testing with similar images.344 Studies of robust-
ness in which CAD systems are evaluated across institutions
and across manufacturers are necessary in the translation of
the research to the clinical arena.225,236,240,345 Additional in-
vestigations have focused on the computer performance on
lesions not initially detected in screening programs.61,346

Medical physicists have led the efforts of the LIDC �lung
imaging database consortium� initiated by NCI. The LIDC
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has demonstrated and provided methods for the careful and
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necessary collection of images and relevant diagnostic infor-
mation to enable CAD research. It has also considered vari-
ous issues including the integrity of expert-defined “truth,”
radiologist variability in the identification of lung nodules on
CT scans, and a comparison of different size metrics for
pulmonary nodule measurements.175,347–351 Databases are
only as good as the associated truth about the abnormality,
whether it be the location of the lesion, biopsy results on
malignancy/benignity, or consensus opinions. In the develop-
ment of CADe systems for lung nodule detection, for ex-
ample, different investigators have used different “truths,”
and have trained and evaluated systems with images of can-
cerous lung nodules, with all types of lung nodules �both
malignant and benign�, and/or with any “actionable regions,”
i.e., a region that is suspicious enough to cause further ex-
aminations or diagnostic actions.

Ultimate evaluation of CAD involves evaluating the per-
formance of radiologists using the computer output as an aid
�i.e., in observer studies or clinical trials�. Various observer
studies have been cited throughout this article. With observer
studies, researchers aim to mimic the interpretation task on a
database that might be enriched with a higher prevalence of
cancer cases. Radiologists’ performance with CAD systems
has been compared to double reading by humans.352–354

While results on performances are obtained from observer
studies, ultimately clinical trials need to demonstrate efficacy
of CAD systems.

It is important to realize that with CADe systems, which
are focused on screening programs in which most cases will
be normal, a large number of cases will be necessary for
there to be sufficient power to demonstrate an actual im-
provement. Jiang et al. have reported that to detect an in-
crease of one additional cancer per reader per 1000 screening
mammograms with 80% power, a trial with a new modality
�such as CADe� would need at least 25 radiologists, who
would each read at least 8,000 screening mammograms.355 In
addition, the measure of performance selected may also af-
fect the overall conclusion, as noted by Horsch et al. in the
analysis of performances in terms of radiologists’ reported
probability of malignancy, in terms of BI-RAD ratings, and
in terms of the patient management decision to biopsy or
not.356

Evaluation studies on quantitative image analysis include
additional needs since the absolute metrics such as tumor
volume or blood flow must be correlated with actual physical
conditions. Studies, such as clinical trials for therapeutic re-
sponse or drug discovery, require careful standardization of
the imaging protocol. In an effort to develop consistent and
quality-controlled imaging protocols, uniform protocols for
imaging in clinical trials �UPICT� �http://upict.acr.org/� was
formed. Validation of quantitative imaging metrics have
similar requirements as those for CAD methods in that veri-
fication of “truth” and adequate statistics are necessary.

VI. CHALLENGES, LESSONS LEARNED, AND THE
FUTURE

The first FDA-approved CAD system in 1998 was for

computer-aided detection in screening mammography. While
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the detection of many types of cancers lend themselves to
CADe due to the potential of oversight “errors” in a screen-
ing population of many normal cases, mammography was a
good imaging exam for commercialization of CADe, since
screening mammography is basically a dedicated imaging
protocol, i.e., there is no other major “disease” or “incidental
findings” for which the exam is ordered. The multitude of
potential diseases/conditions presenting on a chest radio-
graph combined with the inconvenience of film digitization
for just one CAD task, slowed the research on CAD for lung
cancer. However, CADe on thoracic CT �and on digital radi-
ography� appears to be thriving, as image data are now pri-
marily digital and the display of the computer output can be
activated by a software button.

The potential for CADe is being explored for many other
modalities and diseases. Examples include detection of pul-
monary embolism357,358 and hepatocellular carcinoma on CT
scans,359 coronary artery diseases on cardiac CT
angiograms,360 urinary tract cancer in CT images,361 masses
on breast ultrasound images,236 vertebrate fracture on lateral
chest radiographs,362 brain tumor or intracranial aneurysm on
MR angiograms,363,364 retinography,365 and detection of tu-
mor change on whole-body nuclear medicine scans.366 Al-
though CADe developments in these and other areas are still
at an early stage, it can be seen that researchers will continue
to expand their interests and efforts in CADe to various areas
of applications.

Although the clinical community is accepting CADe to
their practice, challenges exist for the current CADe systems
and the development of new CADe systems. CADe systems
may suffer from high FP rates. Most FPs might be dismissed
by radiologists easily but some might require unnecessary
work up. Some radiologists are concerned with the medicole-
gal consequences that the CAD marks that are not worked up
may turn out to be malignant. Improving the CADe algo-
rithms to reduce FPs is a constant goal for CAD developers.
To develop CADe for a new area, the most difficult step is
often the collection of a large database, representative of the
patient population, for training and testing the CADe algo-
rithms. Furthermore, whether a CADe system is useful as an
aid to radiologists may be evaluated in prospective clinical
trials. As discussed above, the outcomes of a clinical trial
may be influenced by the study design and other human fac-
tors such as radiologists’ experience and vigilance, and their
response to the CAD marks, in addition to the performance
of the CADe system. Understanding these issues will be im-
portant for the study of the impact of CADe on medical
diagnosis and for motivating radiologists to take best advan-
tage of CADe in clinical practice.

The incorporation of CAD into new imaging modalities
will become commonplace. Just as computers continue to be
an integral part of our lives—so will they grow in medical
imaging. CAD is now an integral component in most major
medical imaging meetings and numerous CAD papers are
published in journals such as Medical Physics each year.
CAD will play an important role in the process of medical
image interpretation and become an indispensable compo-

nent in diagnostic imaging in the not-too-distant future. Vari-
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ous medical physicists are continuing to expand the role of
CAD beyond computerized detection and diagnosis, such as
in assessing cancer risk,367–370 risk of osteoporosis,371–375 and
potential occurrence of osteolysis.376 Extension of techniques
developed for CAD are expected to also play a role in mea-
surements of response to therapy, such as in assessing
changes in tumors following chemotherapy377,378 and in the
quantitative analysis on thoracic CT in the assessment of
mesothelioma.379 Furthermore, as new imaging modalities
make available more and more data for interpretation, inclu-
sion of CAD will be a necessity. Examples include assess-
ment of multiple disease states in thoracic/abdominal
CT380–383 and improved analysis of cardiac CT.384,385

As emphasized elsewhere,386 the use of quantitative infor-
mation that is accessible through imaging is predicted to dra-
matically increase over the next decade. Several factors lead
to this observation. �1� We are in the postdigital image era,
and virtually all image data are interpreted in digital format
by radiologists using an imaging workstation �a computer�.
Thus, the image data are readily available for computerized
assessment by interpreting physicians. �2� Radiography and
other planar imaging modalities are slowly giving way to
tomographic imaging, in CT, PET, SPECT, ultrasound, and
MRI. Tomographic images provide a much richer data set in
which spatial and other geometric parameters can be quanti-
fied. �3� The scan times for most modalities are steadily de-
creasing, giving rise to temporal imaging protocols �which
provide image data at two or more time points� for the as-
sessment of time-dependent physiological parameters such
as blood flow, perfusion, permeability, and other velocity-
based metrics. �4� Medicine is in a state of transition from a
practice-based specialty to diagnoses and treatment deci-
sions, which are evidence-based. This change will place
more emphasis on quantitative parameters as diagnostic end-
points.

Medical physicists will have a very important role to play
in this future landscape of quantitative imaging, by validat-
ing the quantitative integrity of scanners and developing im-
aging techniques, and image processing tools, which provide
quantitative data in a more automated and accurate fashion.
While the medical physicist played an essential and undeni-
able role in the development of imaging systems over the
past 50 years, as imaging systems become more complex
and the need for better and more accurate quantitative infor-
mation from images grows, the role of the physicist will be
even more important in the next 50 years.

The future includes the combined research efforts from
physicists working in CAD with those working on quantita-
tive imaging systems to readily yield information on mor-
phology, function, molecular structure, and more—from ani-
mal imaging research to clinical patient care.
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